- Scream Magazine: 5/6
- MUSIX: “Marys Creek throughout deliver contemporary melodic hard rock with balls! No
reason for hate, rather for love!“
- Getreadytorock.com: „the songs are heavy, melodic and highly listenable. A good
modern classic rock album!” 4/5
- Metalheart.se: 9/10
- Metal2metal.de: „I haven´t seen such a strong debut album the last years. Really makes
fun!” 4/5
- Hardharderheavy.de: „once again Sweden shows its diversity and proves that good hard
rock also can be found north of Swizerland or Germany. Watch out, the Sweds are back for
the attack!“ 5,5/7
- Metalfactory.ch: “80s hardrock from Sweden, very melodic and full of catchy tunes!“ 8,5/10
- Classicrocknewswire.com: “Hopefully the band will tour to promote the album as this is
one band that I would like to see over in the UK this summer. Tracks to burn? All 12!! Why
Buy? A good modern classic rock album!” 4/5
- Metal-district.de: „definitely a must-have for all hardrock- fans but as well for all
metalheads that are into high quality melodies and heavy guitars! 9/10
- Metallic-Zine.de: „A pretty fat debut with almost nothing to critizise. Melodic rock fans
should definitely check this album!“
- Darkscene.at: „Hardrock friends watch out! This is an interesting, diverse, modern and topproduced album that needs a few spins to catch ears but then it is able to convince
throughout!“ 8.0/10
- Hardrockhaven.net: 8,4/10
- Destination-rock.com: 8/10
- Metal-invader.com: 4/5
- Ice-vajal.com: 8/10
- Heavy-metel-heaven.de: “this is a top-notch band, playing top-notch songs with melodies
and and super vocals. The next sensation on 2007 in the rock business!!
- Metal Express Radio: “And, it must be said that this is a very strong and powerful debut
album. There’s no doubt that MarysCreek will impress many with this release!” 8/10
- Planet.tt: “intuitive hooks, guitar riffs on the spot and singer Mats Nilsson has all the skills a
classic rock shouter needs!”
- Rocking.gr: „They are unique, new, fresh, hard but also simultaneously soft as cotton, the
future belongs to them!”
- Powerplay Magazine: “”Some Kind Of Hate” is a warm and welcome surprise and I for one
will certainly make an effort to hear more of MarysCreek musical output in the future.
Excellent from start to finish!” 8/10
- Monster Magazine: 4,5/6
- Squealer-rocks.de: “As already mentioned, I just can´t believe that “Some kind of hate“ is
a debut album! The twelve songs are throughout brilliant!”
- Obliveon.de: „Who is into harder melodic rock should definitely check this debut!“ 8/10
- Sleaze-metal.com: „Definitely a must have for every hard rocker” 8.5/10
- Destination-rock.com: 8/10
- Angelfire.com: “this is a good release from yet another new Swedish band, surely
something to own if you're a melodic hardrock fan!” 8.2/10
- Metalsearch.de: „am nice and solid hard rock album from Sweden that grooves from the
first to the last second and makes your feet moving. A must have for every rocker! “

- Audiodrome.it: „Kick ass rockin´album!!!” 4/5
- Metalheart.se: 9/10
- Metal-rules.com: “Mary’s Creek is definitely a name to remember in the future if you’re into
darker melodic hard rock!” 4/5
- Heavy-metal-heaven.de: „This is a thrilling band with hook-laden songs and melodies and
a singer with a perfect voice!“
- Heavyhardes.de: „Marys Creek have done everything the right way. Some Kind Of Hate is
a very diverse album, featuring a good balance between hardness and melodies and
produced consistently!“
- Metal-district.de: „a must-have for all hardrock fans and as well for all the metalheadz that
are into cool melodies and heavy guitars!“ 9/10
- Home-of-rock.de: “MARYSCREEK obviously and deliberately intend to play with the
somehow different styles alternative and metal and that´s the reason why "Some kind of
hate" sparkles with extravagance, that makes you listen attentively!“
- Brighteyes.de: „There is a lot of unused potential with this band that is most likely to find
complete expression on the next cd. This is the beginning of a strong carreer!“ 11/13
- Powermetal.de: „"Some Kind Of Hate" can be recommended doubtlessly. It´s

definitely one of the better debuts in 2007!“
- Rocktimes.de: „There is a lot of potential in this band that is able to become a big shot in
the future! Just check the cd – it´s worth it!“
- Strutter.com: “this is a good release from yet another new Swedish band, surely
something to own if you're a Melodic Hardrock fan!” 8.2 / 10
- Metalanalyze.com: „The combination of heaviness and melodies has seldom been more
seducible, especially from a debut band such as MarysCreek. This band can be really big,
remember where you read it first!”
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